
 

 

 

                         CHAIRMAN'S REPORT: KZN OPEN S.A. HUNTING 

                      RIFLE SHOOTING ASSOCIATION: FEBRUARY 2015 
 

On the 7th of February 2015, the beautiful eastern Free State with open grasslands, boasting 

stunning shades of green and breath-taking sandstone mountain ranges welcomed a record 

number of 190 shooters to the annual KZN OPEN on the farm Lerwick owned by Johannes 

Schoeman. 

 

 
 

The day was blessed with beautiful bright sunshine and an intermittent little breeze which 

kept the participants on their toes, especially on the longer ranges. 

 

A new era in SAHRSA was entered into at the 2015 KZN Open. For the first time the much 

debated new targets were shot.  These proved to be very interesting and certainly posed a 

challenge to the participants as the scoring zones are smaller on the still unfamiliar targets. 

Although the average scores were somewhat lower than in previous years the general 

response was that the new targets are just what our sport needs to take us to a higher more 

enjoyable level. 

 

The ranges were set out as follows: 

 

Range 1.    BLESBUCK TARGET: Position, prone over bank with no assistance.  

    Distance +/- 260m. 

  

Range 2. WARTHOG TARGET: Position, standing with shooting sticks.  

                                        Distance +/- 180m. 

 

Range 3. JACKAL TARGET: Position, standing over big hay bale. 

                              Distance +/- 220m. 

 

Range 4. GONG RANGE:  Position, any position over salt bags. 

                                     Distance of furthest gong +/- 280m. 

 

Range 5. GONG RANGE: Position, sitting using shooting sticks. 

Distance of furthest gong +/- 300m. 

 

Range 6 GONG RANGE: Position, prone off flat stones. 

Distance of furthest gong +/- 350m. 

 



 
 

A grouping competition was held in the morning at the zeroing range.  The smallest group 

was shot by Jacques Obermeyer.  The highest score of the day was also shot by Jacques 

Obermeyer.  His score was 836 out of a possible 900.  This is a fantastic achievement. Well 

done Jacques. 

 

 



 
 

The various other category winners were as follows: 

 

 
 



 
 

There are many thanks that go with a shoot of this magnitude. 

 

Firstly, to all our sponsors, both big and small: Thank you for your support and dedication to 

our much loved sport, 

 

 
 

SAFARI & OUTDOOR   Christopher Walton & Tatham 

IHAWU FIREARM CENTRE    Universal Trophy Services 

ZEISS OPTICS    Ideal Home Builders 

TWK Vryheid    Vleissentraal Ladysmith 

Build It Vryheid    AFGRI Ladysmith 

MSD Dieregesondheid   KZN Hunters Upper Tugela 

Midas Ladysmith    Dedekind Real Estate 

Office National Ladysmith   Francois Noome 

Mica Ladysmith    Johannes Schoeman 

P K Cellular    Rob Fortmann 

Klip River Bakery     Paul Steyn Boerdery 

        

 

To the guys who helped to build the ranges and our wives who helped so much on the day, 

thank you very much! 

  

The range officers, for their unselfish sacrifice in running the ranges so efficiently! 

 

Wimpie, for dealing with all the entries and the scoring afterwards! 

 

Matt, from Verkykerskop, for the catering and the venue for the function! 

 

Last, but by no means the least, THANK YOU to all the participants on the day.  Thank you 

for your co-operation in getting through the ranges so smoothly as well as all the positive 

comments and attitudes. It makes it all worthwhile. 

 

Thank you very much. 



 

Till next year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RALF DEDEKIND 

CHAIRMAN- KZN  

S.A. HUNTING & RIFLE SHOOTING ASSOCIATION  


